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1. TENSORIAL ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
En ¼ 0 in the ﬁrst equation of (1.1.5.1). For a given variation of
temperature, , the observed strain is
h iE;T
:
Skl ¼ kl

1.1.5.2. Other forms of the piezoelectric constants
We use here another Gibbs function, the electric Gibbs function, G2 , deﬁned by
G2 ¼ U  En Dn  :

From the second equations of (1.1.5.1) and (1.1.5.2), it follows
that

Differentiation of G gives
dG2 ¼ Dn dEn þ Tij dSij   d:

Dn ¼ pTn 
Dn ¼ enkl Skl þ pn :

It follows that
@G
Tij ¼ 2 ;
@Sij

@G
Dn ¼  2 ;
@En

@G
¼ 2
@

Substituting the expression Skl and eliminating Dn , it follows that
h iE;T
þ pSn :
ð1:1:5:3Þ
pTn ¼ enkl kl

and a set of relations analogous to (1.1.5.1):
Tij ¼ ðcijkl ÞE; Skl
Dn ¼ ðenij ÞE; Sij
 ¼ ðij ÞE Sij

 ðeijn ÞS; En
þ ð"nm ÞS; Em
þ ðpn ÞS En
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 ðij ÞE;S  >
=
ð1:1:5:2Þ
þ ðpn ÞS 
>
;
E;S
þ C =;

This relation shows that part of the pyroelectric effect is
actually due to the piezoelectric effect.
1.1.5.4. Adiabatic study
Piezoelectric resonators usually operate at a high frequency
where there are no heat exchanges, and therefore in an adiabatic
regime ð ¼ 0Þ. From the third equation of (1.1.5.1), we obtain
a relation between the temperature variation, the applied stress
and the electric ﬁeld:

E;

are the isothermal elastic stiffwhere the components cijkl
nesses at constant ﬁeld and constant temperature,
eijn ¼ 

@Tij
@2 G 2
@2 G2
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¼
¼
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ðij ÞE Tij þ ðpm ÞT Em þ

are the piezoelectric stress coefﬁcients at constant strain and
constant temperature,
ij ¼ 

@Tij
@2 G2
@2 G 2
@
¼
¼
¼
@
@@Sij
@Sij @ @Sij

If we substitute this relation in the two other relations of
(1.1.5.1), we obtain two equivalent relations, but in the adiabatic
regime:
 E;
Tij þ ðdklm ÞT; Em
Skl ¼ sklij
 E;
Dn ¼ dnij
Tij þ ð"nm ÞT; Em :

are the temperature-stress constants and
pn ¼

CT;E
 ¼ 0:


@Dn
@2 G2
@2 G2
@
¼
¼
¼
@
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@En @ @Dn

By comparing these expressions with (1.1.5.1), we obtain the
following relations between the adiabatic and the isothermal
coefﬁcients:

are the components of the pyroelectric effect at constant strain.
The relations between these coefﬁcients and the usual coefﬁcients dkln are easily obtained:
(i) At constant temperature and strain: if one puts  ¼ 0 and
Skl ¼ 0 in the ﬁrst equation of (1.1.5.1) and (1.1.5.2), one obtains,
respectively,

ðij ÞE ðkl ÞE 
CT;E
ðp ÞT ðkl ÞE 
¼ ðdnij ÞE;  n T;E
C
ðp ÞT ðpm ÞT 
¼ ð"mn ÞT;  n T;E
:
C

ðsijkl ÞE; ¼ ðsijkl ÞE; 
ðdnij ÞE;

0 ¼ sklij Tij þ dkln En
Tij ¼ eijn En ;

ð"mn ÞT;

from which it follows that
dkln ¼ sklij eijn

1.1.6. Glossary
at constant temperature and strain.
(ii) At constant temperature and stress: if one puts  ¼ 0 and
Tij ¼ 0, one obtains in a similar way

ei
ei
xi

Skl ¼ dkln En
0 ¼ cijkl Skl  eijn En ;

xi

from which it follows that

gij

eijn ¼ cijkl dkln
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at constant temperature and stress.
1.1.5.3. Relation between the pyroelectric coefﬁcients at constant
stress and at constant strain
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By combining relations (1.1.5.1) and (1.1.5.2), it is possible to
obtain relations between the pyroelectric coefﬁcients at constant
stress, pTn , and the pyroelectric coefﬁcients at constant strain, pSn ,
also called real pyroelectric coefﬁcients, pSn . Let us put Tij ¼ 0 and
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basis vectors in direct space (covariant)
basis vectors in reciprocal space (contravariant)
components of a vector in direct space
(contravariant)
components of a vector in reciprocal space
(covariant)
components of the metric tensor
components of a tensor of rank n, p times covariant
and q times contravariant (n ¼ p þ q)
transpose of matrix A
tensor product
outer product
vector product
partial derivative with respect to xi
Kronecker symbol
permutation tensor
volume
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